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Maximum exam score is 45 points.

1. (5 points) Using a graph, illustrate why the transconductance $g_m$ of an NMOS transistor is POSITIVE and the transconductance $g_m$ of a PMOS transistor is NEGATIVE.

2. (5 points) Using a graph, illustrate the effect of the Early voltage $V_A = \frac{1}{\lambda}$ on the $i_D$ vs. $v_{DS}$ curves for a NMOS transistor.
3. (5 points) Consider the following circuit (adapted directly from [1]). Assume that the meter reads $V_M = 9V$. What is the MOSFET threshold voltage $V_{th}$? Carefully justify your answer using a graph.
4. (15 points) Consider the following circuit adapted directly from [1]. Assume that the transistors are in the saturation region.

   a. Conduct a DC analysis. Assume the transistors are matched. Find the DC voltages at nodes A, B, C, D, and E. Note that \( k_n = k_p = 1 \text{ mA/V}^2 \) (includes W/L), \( V_{tn} = 1 \text{ V} \), and \( V_{tp} = -1 \text{ V} \). Ignore the channel-length modulation effect (\( \lambda = 0 \)).

   b. Draw the small signal equivalent circuit assuming that the capacitors are shorts at the frequencies of interest and ignoring the channel-length modulation effect (\( \lambda = 0 \)).

   c. Find the small signal voltage gain \( \frac{v_d}{v_i} \).
5. (15 points) Consider the following circuit adapted from [1] where

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{W}{L}_8 &= \frac{W}{L}_5 = \frac{W}{L}_7 = \frac{W}{L}_1 = \frac{W}{L}_2 = \frac{W}{L}_3 = \frac{W}{L}_4 = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{W}{L}_6 = 2.
\end{align*}
\]

Assume that the transistors are in the saturation region, \(k'_n = k'_p = 1 \text{ mA/V}^2\) (does NOT include W/L), \(V_{tn} = 1 \text{ V}\), and \(V_{tp} = -1 \text{ V}\). Find the small signal voltage gain \(v_f/\nu_{id}\) where \(\nu_{id} = (\nu_a - \nu_b)\). Ignore the channel-length modulation effect (\(\lambda=0\)) in the DC analysis. For the AC analysis let \(|\lambda|=1/(50\text{ V})\).